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Detecting High Speed Railway Subsidence and Geometry
Irregularity with Terrestrial Laser Scanning

Abstract: The settlement and geometry deformation monitoring is an essential issues for the safe
transportation of high speed railway. Due to the Terrestrial Laser Scanning(TLS) can acquire high
precise and density of point cloud of the survey scene based on the measurement of the
time-of-flight of an infrared pulse emitted, TLS is considered as one of most promising surveying
techniques for railway track geometry deformation monitoring. The paper proposes an approach
that using TLS to detect subsidence and irregularities of track by fitting boundary of cross section
of track. And an outdoor experiment was performed to ascertain the feasibility and accuracy of
this method, deformation parameters based on TLS has been compared with field measurement of
local railway administer,

comparing result shows subsidence difference between TLS and

precise leveling is 2-3mm, difference of geometry parameters of tracks is 1-2mm. furthermore,
the cause of error of TLS has been discussed.
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1 Introduction
Railway track is the most important infrastructure to support the stably running of high-speed
train. Actually, safety is one of the key issues of public transportation in railways. The quality of
railway track contour dimension and geometry alignment plays an important role for rail
administrations to control safety and track maintenance. Since rail track are bearing long-term
repeated wheel power action, and track cumulative deformation caused by subgrade or ground
regional subsidence (Al Shaer, 2008) during its operation, track geometry state stability have to be
periodically checked on.
Almost all domestic and international rail administrations today make use of traditional
solution with precise level, total station, and automatic track recording cars to collect track
elevation and geometry information (Li, 2011). Periodic monitoring of the rail tracks for
settlement detection using manual precise leveling, it is carried along railway tracks to get
elevation data at every 8 sleepers, the advantage of precise leveling is the high accuracy of
millimeter magnitudes that could totally meet requirement of high-speed railway survey, but an
important limitation of the manual precise leveling is the fantastic amount of time and labor cost
(Ding,2009).

For the geometry irregularities monitoring, railway branches use static and dynamical
detection solution to detect the track geometry condition so as to ensure trains run on it safely
(Cremona, 2004). Track recording trolley is a main kind of static detection method, it is
hand-pushed along the track to measure various parameters and provide instant record of track
condition and geometry(Engstrand, 2011). The main method for dynamical detection is the track
geometry car, which is an automated track inspection vehicle carried variety sensors used to test
several geometric parameters of track without obstructing normal railroad operation (Naganuma,
2008). The detective parameters of both static and dynamical methods include rail gauge, track
alignment, curvature, smoothness and the cross level of the two rails. The primary benefits of
track geometry car are the time and labor saved when compared to doing manual inspections by
track recording trolley (Ren, 2008). As track geometry car are full-sized rail cars, it can also
provide a better picture of the geometry of the track under loading. However, the principal
problem of track geometry car is that the mileage measure precision is not as well as track
recording trolley, that is to say track geometry car can’t provide correct sleeper position in
deformation area.
Besides regular method for railway track surveying, some new approaches have been
appeared to detect deformation of railway track, with rapid development of D-InSAR (satellite
Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar technology) was applied to detect subgrade
deformation over permafrost regions(Tan Qulin, 2010). For the railway status checking, an
efficient composite technique with real-time image processing has been represented (Alippi.,C, et
al, 2000). Obviously, some new no-touch detection solution shall be developed for the railway
track deformation. So this paper proposes a method using TLS (Terrestrial Laser Scanning) for
track subsidence and geometry deformation detection. TLS is an emerging technology that offers
an opportunity to collect dense 3D point data over an entire object or surface of interest in a few
minutes. Benefit from the key advantages of TLS, such as remote measurement, a permanent
visual record and high spatial data density, without the requirement of targets, the TLS becomes a
new measurement for surface deformation in engineering geodesy field (Fröhlich, 2004). There
has been several research about TLS used into deformation monitoring, such as sea lock, tunnel
and landside. Tsakiri describe a deformation measurement of a sea lock using a laser scanner
which is fixed on a stable position(Tsakiri, 2006). Li Jian publish the research about the TLS used

in the convergent deformation of existing metro tunnel(Li, Jian, et al, 2012). Meanwhile, TLS also
can be applied into landslide monitoring through directly comparing Digital Elevation Model from
different TLS campaigns (Bitelli, 2004).
Since the railway track irregularity is very important for railway transportation. Traditional
manual monitoring method cost too much time and labor to finish whole railway line survey,
although track geometry car can obtain track geometry information by running on the track, it
cannot provide accuracy mileage position. Due to the terrestrial scanner can achieve high-precise
three dimensional data in a short time, this paper presents the workflow for processing raw TLS
data collected by Leica scanner and analyses the method of calculating the settlement and
irregularity of railway track using discrete laser points. As a case study experiment, TLS data has
been applied to detect track deformation over the regions of Tianjin-Beijing intercity high-speed
rail in China at Wuqing railway station. The result of a test under outdoor conditions which aimed
at determining the sensitivity of laser scanning in order to detect track deformations is presented.
Meanwhile, the detect result using TLS data is compared with the data measured by leveling and
track recording trolley.

2 Data Capture based on TLS
2.1 Observation Environment
The test railway track belongs to the Beijing-Tianjin intercity rail line, which was the first
high-speed railway in China and start its operating since 2008. As speeds of trains over 300km/h
on this railway section, long time loaded running may cause the track settle down or geometry
deformation. Furthermore according to the usual monitoring data, obvious settlement has been
occurred in the test section of intercity railway, which means this area need intensive monitor in
order to ensure train running safety and stability.
The scan experiment was performed at Wuqing Railway Station at midnight when the trains
stop running. The selected area in figure1 identify the location of test area in the Beijing-Tianjin
intercity rail line, and detail surrounding environment of test area can be seen from the satellite
image in the figure1. Railway tracks in this experiment begin at railway mileage of JJK4+745.2,
ends at mileage of JJK4+963.6, about 220m long.

Figure 1. Position and environment of test area

2.2 Instrument
The terrestrial laser scanner Leica6100 was chosen for the measurements. Table1 presents the
key performance specifications of the Leica 6100 scanner. According to specifications, the
position accuracy of single measurement is less than 5mm in the range of 25m, which is
acceptable in the study, but the position accuracy becomes too low out of the range of 50m which
mean the scan points cannot be used in the research in this paper. Another important parameter of
scanner is the scan density, which vary a lot at different scan mode. The best result of scan density
can reach 1.6 x 1.6mm in the range of 10m and 7.9 x 7.9mm in the range of 50m in the model of
“Ultra High”, but it take nearly 30 minutes to finish whole scene scanning which cost too much time
on scan. Given that consideration, scan model of “Super High” is chosen in the outdoor survey, 360°x
310°field of view scanning only needs 6-7minutes, both the time costing and point density is available
for further processing.

Table1. Key Performance Specifications by using Leica HDS6100
Position accuracy of single measurement
Target acquisition
Scan Range
Scan rate

5mm, 1m to 25m range;9mm to 50m range
2mm std. deviation
79m ambiguity interval
Up to 508,000points/sec, maximum instantaneous rate

Scan density at the model of

In the range of 10m

In the range of 50m

“Super High(16x)"

3.1 x 3.1mm

15.8 x 15.8mm

2.3 Data collection
TLS has been carried out along the railways. Laser scanner was positioned on the ground in
the middle of two tracks. Black and white planar target is placed on the tracks surface and CPIII
(Third-Class Control Points) bench mark. Figure1a has described the scanner position and targets
displacement. The targets on the CPIII bench mark are used as common points for the registration

of multi-period scan points located in the same mileage, scan points would be orientated to the
local project coordinate system based on the CPIII coordinates. To ensure the registration accuracy,
there are at least 3 targets placed on the CPIII in a scanning station. Meanwhile, the targets on the
tracks are used to identify the mileage of track, so that the position of track could be recognized.
Figure1b and figure1c are the image of target on the track and target on the CPIII bench mark.

Figure 2. Scanner and targets position plan of scanning outside
Scanning result can be seen as following figure3. Figure 3(a) is the real image of scanning
field and figure 3(b) is scan points drawn by intensity, the scanning points density is 3-4mm
within the range of 10m, but points becomes very sparse out the range of 15m.

(a) Picture of scanning scene
(b) Point cloud of scanning scene
Figure 3. Field scanning with TLS at case study area

3 Deformation Analysis on High-speed rail
3.1 Flow of the Processing
From the above, procedure to obtain subsidence and irregularities concluded as following
steps, firstly, raw TLS data need to be pre-processed in order to reduce noise and unify coordinate
system. Then multi-slices of railway track is generated, meanwhile, boundary of cross section of
track would be fitted for further processing. Elevation and irregularities of railway track are

estimated according to the fitting boundary of track. And the flowchart can be seen as figure4.
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Figure 4. Work flow of processing

3.2 Pre-processing on the observation
Pre-processing is the first step of whole processing which contains three main steps: scan
point registration, clipping and noise reduction. Since the coordination of raw points collected by
laser scanner is independent from each other, first of all, raw point need to unify coordinate in
order to obtain settlement in the same area. The registration is operated in the software of
“Cyclone” which is the accompanying software of Leica laser scanner. “Common points method”
is used in this software for multi station points registration, common points method uses three
common points both in two different scan stations to calculate coordinate transformation
parameters (Dold, 2006). As this registration method is simple and reliable, it has been applied in
many kinds of TLS scanner’s software (Wang, 2009). There are at least 3 black and white target
placed in the CPIII at each scan station in order to ensure registration operation. Since the CPIII is
a permanent surveying marker, meanwhile, the plane coordinates and elevation of CPIII is
measured by connecting base point far away from the test area every month, that is to say,
although the CPIII is nearby the monitoring railway track, CPIII still could be considered as the
stable position. Therefore the center of target can be used as comment point among multi-period
scan stations in the same area.

The main purpose of clipping is to delete redundant points. As it is the 360°field of view
scanning, raw point cloud contains various objects such as railway tracks, trees and telegraph
poles et al, only railway tracks points is useful for this experiment, the rest of points should be
delete to reduce data size, and track points remain to research study.
Noise reduction is also an essential procedure in order to obtain precise points of railway
tracks. The effect factors of surveying error by TLS can be include as the precise of instrument,
material of reflector, environment(Sylvie, 2007). In this case, error points are mainly caused by
laser random error, smooth surface of track, dust in the air and other inevitable factors. Most
incident laser light are reflected as the high reflection of track surface (Zhen, 2005), so there are
lots of noise points on the surface of track which can be shown as figure5(a). Furthermore track
surface is also the essential part to estimate elevation and geometry parameters. Using the
software of ”Geomagic” with manual intervention to reduce those noise points, isolated points that
far away from main points of track surface would be selected to delete in the Geomagic, but there
are still remnant noise points on the surface or other parts of track, using manual selection to clear
noise point and smooth points of track are obtained which shown as figure 5(b).

(a) track points before noise reduction

(b) track points after noise reduction

Figure 5. Noise reduction on track points cloud

3.3 Deformation Analysis Model
(1) Cross-section Generation
The cross-section generation is that cutting track points into multi slices in the direction that
parallel with track vertical plane as well as along the track extending direction. Half vertical shape
of track can be represented from single slice which means vertical boundary of track is fitted
based on every single slice. Considering the interval of track sleeper is 0.65m and track elevation
is measured on the location of sleepers which used to identify the mileage of track in precise
leveling survey. In correspondence with precise leveling data, the multi slices of track points is

defined at interval of 0.65 with the thickness of 1mm. Too large thickness would cause fitting error,
and the value of 1mm is the best based on repeated test. The result of cross-section is as figure6
shown.
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Figure 6. Result of cross-section from track points cloud

According to the figure6(a), the points of slice are very dense nearby the scanner and the
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Figure 7. Given design of cross section in high –speed rail track

The cross section of track is consist of curves of different curvature, for this reason, slice
points of cross section should be classified into several kinds of groups that belong to the same
curvature curves. Under the condition of only half cross section of track points are achieved,
points of different kind of curves can be obtained by horizontal and vertical size. The
classification method involves three steps, the first step is to divide slice point into two parts
according the point elevation, first part is upon the center line of bolt hole in the figure 7, we call it
partⅠ. Another is under the red line, we call it partⅡ. The second step is the classification of part
Ⅰ, finding the rightmost points as base point, partⅠ is divided to 2 group with different
curvature curve according to the horizontal size. Finally, the partⅡ can be easily divided into 4
kinds of curves or lines by the vertical size. Result of classification has been shown as figure8(a),
points of different color represent various parts of cross section of track.
After the classification, points of each segmentation are fitted to curves or lines by using
Least Square in the three dimensional space(Pan, 2008). As the curve radium is given, all
unknown parameter are three dimensional coordinate of the center of curve. This paper has taken
indirect adjustment with conditions method to resolve the parameters of space curve, and
co-planarity equation of slice points is considered as the condition. The fitting result is shown as
figure8(b), the fitting line are very close to points, furthermore, shape of track is well drawn
through fitting boundary of cross section of track.
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Figure 8. Classification result of the track point cloud

(3) Elevation and Irregularities Calculation
The elevation and irregularities of track are calculated based on the fitting cross section of
track. As the green curve in the figure8b represents the surface of track, elevation and coordinate
of center of track can be estimated by finding the center of the green curve. After that, the
difference elevation between right and left tracks is super elevation. Coordinate of center of
multi-period can also be calculated. Finally, distance of the yellow lines between right and left
tracks is considered as gauge based on the Chinese High-Speed Survey Specification.

4 Case Study
4.1 multi-period elevation data of study rail
Figure 9 is the result of multi-period elevation calculated from TLS from mileage
JJk84+745.2 to JJK85+083.5, the gap between every data line is due to the fact that these area is
too far away from scanner to get enough points to estimate elevation. Average distance of gap is
about 15m long between every scanning station. Besides that, the elevation increases gradually
along the mileage in three periods with increment of 1-3cm. According to the figure9, the
elevation from July to September doesn’t change much, but it happen obvious settlement from
September to November, the subsidence even reach 6-7cm.It owing to the test area has occurred
regional subsidence, related to the elevation of substructure of monitoring high-speed railway
track descent largely, the track elevation charges very much as well.
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Figure 9．Multi-period elevation detected by TLS

4.2 Irregularities Detective
The irregularities refer to detection of various geometry parameters of track, which includes
gauge irregularities, superelevation, coordinate difference between measured and design et al.
Gauge irregularities is the difference between measured and design gauge. The detection result of
gauge has been shown in figure 10. The gap between data is due to the few scanning data as
described in 4.1, and gauge detected along mileage changes relatively variable in the range of
-2mm to 2.8mm. The tolerance of gauge detection in Chinese high-speed survey standard is less
than 2 mm, and most of gauge detected by TLS are within the standard tolerance. However, there
are still a few gauges irregularities beyond 2mm, the maximum gauges irregularities within 3mm.
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Figure10. Multi-period gauge irregularities detected by TLS

Superelevation is the elevation difference between right and left track in the same sleeper.
According to Chinese high-speed survey standard, the tolerance of superelevation is 2mm. From
result of superelevation estimated by TLS which shown as figure11, superelevation estimated
from TLS data change more variable compared to the gauge result, it changes in the range of
-5mm to 3mm. 89% of superelevation calculated by TLS are within 2mm, only few superelevation

at the edge of scanning range is unreasonably large, such as one or two values reach -5mm, three
values reach 3mm. However, these values above tolerance are mainly caused the point discrete
and sampling interval on the surface track. Compared to the gauge detection, the discrete of
superelevation is more obviously, which due to material of track surface is too smooth and noise
points will increase on that material.
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Figure 11. Multi-period superelevation detected by TLS

The displacement of center of track is also an essential parameter of railway irregularities,
center coordinate of track that calculated by TLS in July are taken as reference, the displacement
of track center coordinate from July to September and displacement from September to November
are estimated by comparing to the reference coordinate. Result of center coordinate displacement
has been shown in figure12. It turns out the offset have a very variable value, offset values are quit
small in the middle of each data line, however, offset value become large in the beginning and end
of each data line. That due to points on the surface of track becomes fewer in those positions far
away from scanner compared to the position nearby scanner, number of points isn’t enough to get
precise center coordinate of track.
The offset value mostly below 2mm in September result chart, and reach 4-6mm in edge
position. Offset value is bigger in November result chart compared to result in September, which
mainly caused by the regional settlement.
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Figure 12. Coordinates displacement of track center detected by TLS

4.3 Result Analysis
(1) Settlement Comparison
Figure13 shows the cumulative subsidence results measured by precise leveling and TLS in
the mileage range of JJK84+744 to JJK84+753. Figure13a is subsidence from July to September,
while figure13b is subsidence from September to November in 2011. These sections of railway
track have a minor subsidence of less than 2mm base on the precise leveling data from July to
September, the slope of subsidence detected by TLS is relatively large compared to the leveling
data, which mainly due to discrete and sampling interval of laser data. According to the figure13a,
the subsidence from TLS changes around the red line which represents precise leveling
measurement result, the subsidence difference between precise leveling and TLS is about 1mm.
Subsidence is relatively large from September to November based on figure13b, the difference
between measurement of precise leveling and TLS is relatively big at the mileage of JJK752.0 to
JJK752.4, that mainly caused by inaccurate elevation calculated by few points in the location
where far away from scanner.
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(b) Settlement result comparison at scanning station1 in November
Figure13. Cumulative subsidence results measured by precise leveling and TLS

Figure14 presents the statistic error of subsidence compared to leveling data. The most of
error values are below 2mm of data in September and 3mm of data in November, but there are
some big errors of 4-8mm which gathering in the same scanning station. These scanning stations
with big errors are during the mileage of JJK4+866.0 to JJK4+887.4 both in subsidence result of
September and November. The main reason for error increase is that the CPIII mark is damaged a
little in these stations. That is to say, elevations of targets positioned on the damaged CPIII mark is
different from other targets on the CPIII bench mark, these problem targets’ elevation need to be
reassessed by manual label line inscribed on the target which brings lots of error in coordinate
registration of scanning data.
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Figure 14 Statistic error of subsidence compared to leveling data

(2) Irregularities Comparison
Take the irregularities of gauge and superelevation detected by track inspection car as the
standard data, the comparison is shown as following figure15 and figure16. Offset between
method of TLS and track inspection car is about 1-2mm. The gauge calculated by using TLS
changes variable as same as the standard data along railway mileage, however, the change of
superelevation of standard data is much more smooth than superelevation calculated by using TLS.
That mainly owns to the discrete and few points on the surface of track, elevation also turn out
with discrete.
Based on the comparison result, gauge irregularities result is better than superelevation result,
superelevation changes much more variable than standard data which is not agree with practice
situation. Superelevation is related to the elevation calculation. The main reason for error of
elevation calculation is that smooth material of surface of track may cause more noise points and
scanner achieves less point on this kind of material, noise reduction processing cannot eliminate
error points completely, thus there are more errors in elevation calculation.
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Figure15 Gauge irregularities comparison
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Figure16 Superelevation comparison

5 Conclusion
An experiment using TLS is presented in order to detect the subsidence and irregularities of
railway track, in this paper. To identify the accuracy of this method, results of TLS are compared
to the leveling and track inspection car data. It turns out the elevation error is 2-3mm, gauge and
superelevation error is 1-2mm. these errors are mainly due to discrete of TLS, laser sampling
interval and material of track surface. An obvious limitation of TLS in this paper is the gap of
points between every scanning station caused by scanning range and precise of this scanner. With
the development of scanner, the limitation will be solved, meanwhile precise of laser points can be
improved.
In summary, with low cost and little field surveying work, TLS technology can improve
efficiency and work condition for railway track deformation monitoring. It has very important
engineering significance for railway infrastructure long-term deformation monitoring. The unique,
continuous subsidence or irregularities information of points
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